
Vehicles



We design, manufacture and provide 
maintenance of special vehicles 
or adapted bodyworks by means 
of state-of-the-art technology, 

expert-level engineering and full 
customization.
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We have an extensive network of manufacturers, distributors and 
partners globally to ensure a maintenance service that meets the 

needs of all sorts of clients.



TECNOVE, TECAI, TECNOVE 
Fiberglass and TECNOVE 
Custom Trucks are the 

companies in the group that 
are specialized in the design 
and modification of vehicles. 
They can create a world on 

wheels. 

Each of them designs 
and develops its products 

according to the needs and 
specifications requested, with 
maximum attention to detail 
and direct communication 
with the client so that the 

vehicle ends up being a unique 
solution for the client.

All our units can be 
manufactured on any 

vehicle body, from semi-
trailers, chassis cabs or vans, 

always depending on the 
specifications of the client and 
the environmental and legal 
conditions of the location, to 

ensure they fulfil their purpose.
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Our mission is to ease the work carried out by health and emergency 
personnel by designing vehicles capable of fulfilling their purpose in the 
conditions of the target location. 

In our health and emergencies business line, we develop mobile medical 
units, ambulances, first-response vehicles, advanced command posts, 
etc. All vehicles are equipped with the necessary material and equipment 
so that they can carry out the client’s activities wherever they are needed.
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The range of defence and security products includes troop 
and cargo trucks, border surveillance units, air control towers, 
workshop vehicles, trailers, CBRN units and police vehicles.

All units can be transformed by adapting the structure, 
chassis or bodywork to fit the necessary equipment and any 
additional elements.
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We design and manufacture bodies for the transport of all 
types of goods that require a controlled temperature during 
transportation. We offer both final product deliveries and kit 
deliveries, along with digitalized systems for monitoring and 
managing transportation and storage conditions.

This we assure the client that they can trust us to develop the 
refrigerated solution that they need.
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Isothermal & refrigerated bodies up to 3500Kg

Special bodies

Isothermal & refrigerated bodies up to 26000 Kg

Semi - Trailers

Isothermizing of urban delivery vehicles



In the logistics business line, we can offer tipper-type bodies, bottle 
racks, tarpaulins, package carriers, butane platforms, container 
carriers, semi-trailers, etc. We can also assemble self-loading 
cranes and other lifting devices on industrial vehicles, trailers and 
semi-trailers.

All our products are adapted to the special needs of the industrial 
and construction sector. We design and manufacture vehicles that 
provide added value to our clients’ projects.
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Fixed body

Light-bodied tipper Heavy-bodied tipper

Butane tanker Sliding semi-tauliner

Light enclosed cargo box Heavy enclosed cargo box



We design and manufacture mobile units for the 
telecommunications sector and we also take care of their 
maintenance, equipment and cleaning.

The most representative units in this area are large mobile 
television and radio units, and mobile telephone stations on 
6x6 vehicles.
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TV Mobile Units

Mobile Telecommunications UnitAdvanced Command Post

TV Mobile Units



In the special vehicles business line, we include all types of 
projects which, due to their characteristics, specifications 
and demands, require a higher level of development and 
engineering than the rest of TECNOVE’s products.

These include railway and airport vehicles, retail, marketing 
and training vehicles, as well as waste management and 
environmental preservation vehicles.
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Airports

Hospitality

Promotion and training

Rail and train equipment

Motorhome

Mobile garages

Maintenance of urban services



“Working together for you”

Vehicles

www.tecnove.com
tecnove@tecnove.com

www.tecai.es
tecai@tecai.es

www.t-fiberglass.com
fiberglass@t-fiberglass.com

www.tecnove-ctk.com
customerservice@tecnove-ctk.com


